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Cancer DEIso. And four functions to search differentially expressed genes/isoforms between cancer stages
were implemented: (i) Search potential gene/isoform markers for a specified cancer type and its two
stages; (ii) Search potentially induced cancer types and stages for a gene/isoform; (iii) Expression survival
Transcript isoforms regulated by alternative splicing can substantially impact carcinogenesis, leading to a
need to obtain clues for both gene differential expression and malfunctions of isoform distributions in
cancer studies. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project was launched in 2008 to collect cancer-
related genome mutation raw data from the population. While many repositories tried to add insights
into the raw data in TCGA, no existing database provides both comprehensive gene-level and isoform-
level cancer stage marker investigation and survival analysis. We constructed Cancer DEIso to facilitate
in-depth analyses for both gene-level and isoform-level human cancer studies. Patient RNA-seq data,
sample sheets, patient clinical data, and human genome datasets were collected and processed in

analysis on a given gene/isoform for some cancer; (iv) Gene/isoform stage expression comparison visu-
alization. As an example, we demonstrate that Cancer DEIso can indicate potential colorectal cancer iso-
form diagnostic markers that are not easily detected when only gene-level expressions are considered.
Cancer DEIso is available at http://cosbi4.ee.ncku.edu.tw/DEIso/.

� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creative-

commons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Alternative splicing is a vital way to extend the protein diversity
for genes with multiple exons. It is estimated that around 90% of
human genes undergo alternative splicing to produce distinct tran-
script isoforms [1]. A transcribed pre-mRNA bindswith splicing fac-
tors to generate different transcript isoforms through selective exon
skipping or intron retaining [2]. Because of this critical mechanism,
aberrant spicing patterns or defects in the spicing factorsmight lead
to human diseases and cancer [3–5]. For example, the recent geno-
mic expression analysis of the two isoforms of K-Ras, or K-Ras4A
and K-Ras4B, indicated that the abnormal isoform-level expression
might be associated with the initiation and progression of lung ade-
nocarcinoma [6]. Hence besides comparing the gene-level cancer
markers, investigating the malfunction of isoform distributions
can also provide clues for human cancer research.

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project [7] was launched in
2008 to enhance the collection of cancer genomic and transcrip-
tomic data. Later, the Genomic Data Commons (GDC) Data Portal
[8] was built to guard patient privacy and facilitate the data retrie-
val process. TCGA is a funded and coordinated project that aims to
gather major cancer-related genome mutations from the human
population. High-throughput sequencing and patient clinical data
for over 30 different human cancer types are deposited in TCGA
[9,10]. The richness of the cancer data stored in TCGA makes it
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possible for researchers to catalog and unearth the prognostic and
diagnostic signals for cancer progression detection and treatment.

While a tremendous number of cancer whole transcriptome
microarray and sequencing data have been deposited in TCGA, it
still requires advanced data processing and mining to obtain a
comprehensive understanding of human cancer [11]. Cancer in dif-
ferent tissues may result from various genetic or regulation disor-
ders [12]. If one can figure out the potential markers that bear
differential expressions among normal people and cancer patients,
it will be beneficial for designing precise tissue-specific clinical
experiments. For cancer prognostic and diagnostic biomarker
investigation, three major in-depth search functions are expected
to be implemented: (1) Cancer gene/isoform candidate marker
identification for different cancer types and stages; (2) Compre-
hensive stage analysis of the gene-level or isoform-level expression
change for the biomarker; (3) Survival analysis on the expression
of the biomarker. Many efforts have been made to deal with these
demands in the past decade. Cancer RNA-seq Nexus [13] was first
constructed to help researchers study the gene-level expression
difference between normal and cancer cells. Later, different data-
bases (KM-express [14], OncoLnc [15], and UALCAN [16]) that facil-
itate clinical survival analysis on gene-level expression were
developed to supplement the analysis. UALCAN further integrated
patient clinical data to provide a comprehensive gene-level differ-
ential comparison tool for 31 types of human cancer. Nevertheless,
these databases do not provide the possibility of isoform-level
analysis. ISOexpresso [17] and GEPIA2 [18] allow cancer isoform-
level expression analysis. However, ISOexpresso does not offer
the opportunity for clinical survival analysis. And these two plat-
forms both lack cancer stage information and do not provide the
ability to perform stage differential expression analysis. Due to
the large data volume and tedious data processing steps, no one
such database can provide all these three important functionalities
in both gene level and isoform level.

To overcome the problem and provide an in-depth analysis tool
for human cancer studies, we constructed the Cancer DEIso (Cancer
differentially expressed isoform and gene) database based on
advanced integration of TCGA data. In the Cancer DEIso database,
patient transcriptome RNA-seq data, patient sample sheets, patient
clinical data, and human genome information datasets were col-
lected and processed. Four investigation functions were imple-
mented in the database. First, users can glimpse the gene list or
transcript isoform list containing items differentially expressed
between two stages to select possible stage markers for a specified
cancer type. Second, users can obtain the cancer lists potentially
induced by the differential expressions of a given gene or transcript
isoform. A detailed comparison result page for a selected gene/iso-
form and its corresponding isoforms/gene is presented for the
above two investigation functions. Third, users can perform FPKM
expression survival analysis for a chosen gene or transcript isoform
for the query cancer type and stage. Fourth, users can visualize the
FPKM comparison of a given gene/isoform between different can-
cer stages and cancer types via the boxplot comparison. All analy-
sis results within Cancer DEIso can be downloaded for downstream
experimental designs. We demonstrate that the database can suc-
cessfully indicate potential colorectal cancer transcript isoform
markers that are not easily detected when only gene-level expres-
sions are considered. The Cancer DEIso database is available online
at http://cosbi4.ee.ncku.edu.tw/DEIso/.

2. Construction and content

2.1. Data collection and processing

The construction of the Cancer DEIso database can be divided
into four different steps (See Fig. 1). In the first step, the massive
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RNA-seq data were downloaded from the GDC Data Portal. And
then, these sequencing data were categorized by the diagnosed
cancer stages. In the second step, the aligned reads for each patient
sample in the categorized cancer stages were mapped to the hg38
human transcriptome to compute the gene-level and isoform-level
expressions by Cufflinks. In the third step, the gene-level and
isoform-level differential expression between different cancer
stages were computed by the Cuffdiff tool. Finally, the days-to-
death information was collected from the patient clinical data
and underwent the survival analysis for different cancer types
and stages. Details of each stage are depicted in the following
subsections.

2.1.1. Data acquisition
In Cancer DEIso, we collected three genres of data from TCGA

[9] to perform the gene-level and isoform-level differential analy-
sis between stages of each collected cancer type: patient RNA-
sequencing data, patient sample sheets, and patient clinical data.
We downloaded the patient RNA-sequencing sample results in
the aligned BAM format from the GDC Data Portal [19]. Samples
from the ”Primary Tumor” and ”Solid Tissue Normal” categories
were selected. Then the patient sample sheets and clinical data
were also downloaded from the GDC Data Portal. The linkages
between RNA-sequencing samples and patient clinical data are
listed in the patient sample sheets. And in the clinical data, each
patient’s demographic information (such as height, weight, sex,
and race), the diagnosed cancer stage, diagnosed morphology,
primary diagnosis code, and the treatments are recorded. Using
the clinical data, we grouped the RNA-seq samples into five
categories (Normal, Stage I, Stage II, Stage III, and Stage IV) and
eliminated the samples tagged with ”Not Report” or ”Not Clinical.”
We also adopted the ”primary_diagnosis” and ”morphology”
columns in Cancer DEIso to provide basic clinical information for
the samples. The cancer types and corresponding patient sample
numbers gathered in Cancer DEIso are listed in Table 1. Notice that
the sample numbers collected in this database refer to the RNA-
sequencing sample numbers instead of patient numbers. And in
Cancer DEIso, cancer types with no available stage information in
the collected samples were not included in the analysis. To perform
the transcriptome expression analysis, we adopted the human
hg38 reference genome and transcriptome (Refseq GRCh38 Dec.
2013 assembly) from the UCSC Genome Browser [20]. In this data-
base, 56,892 transcript isoforms for 26,380 human genes were col-
lected and analyzed.

2.1.2. Patient transcriptome expression analysis
High-throughput mRNA sequencing (RNA-seq) using the cDNA

technology can reveal the abundance of alternative splice isoforms
in human transcriptome for different patients and cell conditions
with at least comparable accuracy to microarrays [21,22]. Based
on the read count density of the RNA-sequencing results for differ-
ent transcripts, we can obtain the potential cancer markers that
bear differential expressions between normal and cancer samples.
We downloaded the RNA-seq data in the aligned BAM format from
the GDC Data Portal for our marker expression analysis. We used
the Cufflinks [23] RNA-seq transcript expression analysis tool to
infer the splicing structure of each gene and calculate the expres-
sion level of each transcript in the unit of fragments per kilobase
per million mapped fragments (FPKM). The FPKM metric incorpo-
rates both the transcript length normalization and machine run
yield bias correction [24]. Default parameters were set when
applying the Cufflinks tool. The hg38 human reference genome
and transcriptome were used in the expression level calculation.
Since FPKM is directly proportional to the transcript and gene
expression abundance [23], we summed up the FPKM values of dif-
ferent splice isoforms and duplicates of a given gene as the
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Fig. 1. Overview of the Cancer DEIso database construction. The construction of Cancer DEIso can be divided into four steps: (1) Step 1: Data collection. RNA-seq, patient
sample sheets, and clinical data for all patients were collected from the GDC Data Portal. (2) Step 2: Read mapping. The downloaded aligned BAM files were processed and
mapped to the human hg38 transcriptome by Cufflinks. (3) Step 3: Stage comparison calculation. The gene/isoform-level differential expressions between cancer stages were
computed by Cuffdiff. (4) Step 4: Survival analysis. The survival curves are generated based on the high FPKM value group and the low FPKM value group for the selected
cancer type and stage.
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expression level of the gene. All RNA-seq samples of the normal tis-
sues and cancer cells collected from different patients were pro-
cessed using this same procedure.

2.1.3. Differential analysis for normal and cancer samples
Understanding the differentially expressed genes or isoforms

across normal and cancer cells can help identify the markers for
cancer diagnosis. Hence after calculating the FPKM values of each
gene/transcript isoform in all RNA-seq samples, we performed a
comprehensive analysis of the FPKM differential expressions
between different cancer stages. Although the Kallisto-Sleuth
[25,26] pipeline was reported to provide rapid transcript quantifi-
cation while achieving near-optimal differential quantification
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performance among recent analysis pipelines [27], we found out
that it was not well fitted for the TCGA aligned BAM files. The
Cufflinks-Cuffdiff [23] data analysis procedure can provide more
marker investigation results that bear significant stage-
differential expressions. Hence the Cufflinks-Cuffdiff data analysis
pipeline was adopted in Cancer DEIso. The Cuffdiff tool calculates
the quantitative differential expression between normal and can-
cer cells. To speed up the computing process, we first used the Cuf-
fquant [23] tool to save the FPKM expression values of each gene
and transcript isoform in the binary .cxb format. For a comprehen-
sive comparison of differential expression analysis amidst different
cancer stages, we fed the .cxb files of all the combination of 2
stages (10 combinations between Normal, Stage I, Stage II, Stage



Table 1
Data statistics for cancer types and samples included in Cancer DEIso.

No. of Samples

Cancer Types Project Normal Stage I Stage II Stage III Stage IV

Adrenal Gland (Adrenocortical Carcinoma) cancer TCGA-ACC – 9 37 16 15
Bile Duct cancer TCGA-CHOL 9 19 9 – 7
Bladder cancer TCGA-BLCA 19 4 130 142 136
Breast cancer TCGA-BRCA 113 182 627 248 20
Colon cancer TCGA-COAD 41 81 186 132 66
Esophagus cancer TCGA-ESCA 11 16 69 49 8
Eye cancer TCGA-UVM – 39 36 4 –
Head and Neck cancer TCGA-HNSC 44 25 70 78 259
Kidney (Kidney Chromophobe) cancer TCGA-KICH 24 20 25 14 6
Kidney (Kidney Renal Clear Cell Carcinoma) cancer TCGA-KIRC 72 271 59 123 82
Kidney (Kidney Renal Papillary Cell Carcinoma) cancer TCGA-KIRP 32 172 21 51 15
Liver cancer TCGA-LIHC 50 171 86 85 5
Lung (Lung Adenocarcinoma) cancer TCGA-LUAD 59 292 124 84 26
Lung (Lung Squamous Cell Carcinoma) cancer TCGA-LUSC 49 245 162 84 7
Pancreas cancer TCGA-PAAD 4 21 146 3 4
Pleura cancer TCGA-MESO – 10 16 44 16
Rectum cancer TCGA-READ 10 30 51 51 24
Skin cancer TCGA-SKCM – 2 66 27 3
Stomach cancer TCGA-STAD 32 53 111 150 38
Testis cancer TCGA-TGCT – 101 12 14 –
Thyroid cancer TCGA-THCA 58 280 52 112 55
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III, and Stage IV) into the Cuffdiff tool. Cuffdiff computes the log2

fold change of each gene and transcript isoform between two con-
ditions. We used the default parameters when running the Cuffdiff
software. Sometimes considering only the fold change may be mis-
led by small quantity noises [28]. The q-values of differential fold
changes computed by Cuffdiff were incorporated to help users
identify statistically differentially expressed genes/isoforms. And
we additionally applied three tests to help evaluate the statistical
significance of the differential expression levels of a given gene
or transcript isoform between the samples in one condition and
samples in a second condition: the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test
[29], the parametric one-tailed t-test [30], and the non-parametric
one-tailed U-test [31–33]. The Cuffdiff-computed FPKM values
were used to calibrate the sequencing data distributions when
applying these tests. In brief, the KS test/t-test/U-test compares if
the calibrated FPKM value distribution/average/median of patient
samples in one condition is larger than the corresponding statistic
of samples in the other condition, respectively. To control the mul-
tiple hypotheses bias, the test p-values among all genes/transcripts
were calibrated using the FDR-control procedure [34]. We also
consider if the isoform usage within a gene alters among different
cancer stages [35]. As in IsoformSwitchAnalyzeR [36], the differen-
tial isoform usage is estimated by the isoform fractions (IFs) and
the differential IF (dIF) values based on the Cuffdiff-calibrated
FPKM values. For each tumor stage, the IF value of a transcript is
defined as the ratio of the isoform FPKM value to the value of its
related gene. And the dIF value of an isoform between any two
stages is computed by IF2 � IF1 for Condition II and Condition I. Sta-
tistical tests, including the one-sided t-test, the one-sided U-test,
and the one-sided KS-test, were performed to compute the p-
values of the dIF values. In the one-side t-test/U-test/KS-test, we
computed the dIF p-value by comparing if the average/median/dis-
tribution of IF1 for Condition II is larger than the corresponding
statistic of IF2 for Condition I. These p-values were also FDR-
corrected for the multiple hypotheses bias. Based on the IFs and
dIFs between two stages for the specified isoform, we can further
check if the differential isoform expression of a given transcript
results from differential isoform usage and isoform switching.
2.1.4. Survival analysis
Survival rates are the essential indicator for cancer detection

and treatment efficacy [37,38] and serve as an excellent clinical
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evaluation of the identified potential cancer marker. We imple-
mented the essential survival analysis tool in the constructed data-
base as well. The survival time data were gathered from the clinical
data of the cancer patients. The lifetime unit used in the survival
analysis is ”day”. If the ”vital_status” is ”Alive”, the column
”days_to_last_follow_up” is used as the survival time. And if the
patient is not alive (”vital_status” = ”Dead”), the survival time is
adopted from the ”days_to_death” column. Five types of samples
(all cancer stages, Stage I only, Stage II only, Stage III only, and
Stage IV only) for each cancer type can be used for clinical survival
analysis. For a specified cancer type, the RNA-seq FPKM values gen-
erated by Cufflinks are used to divide the samples into two groups,
according to user-defined FPKM percentile thresholds. The group 1
samples of the given cancer type and stage consist of patient data
with FPKM values higher than the high percentile threshold. The
group 2 samples include the data with FPKM values lower than
the low percentile threshold in the same cancer type and stage.
The survival functions for the filtered two groups are plotted based
on the Kaplan–Meier method using the Python package lifeli-

nes. Cancer DEIso further performs the log-rank test against the
null hypothesis that the survival curves between samples of the
two groups are equal.

2.2. Implementation of Cancer DEIso

We used the Python scripting language (version 2.7.6 by Python
Software Foundation, an open-source software) to facilitate and
streamline the data preprocessing and analysis pipeline. The web-
site query and browse interface of the Cancer DEIso database are
implemented using the Python Model-View-Controller (MVC)
framework Django (version 1.11.1 by Django Software Foundation,
an open-source software). The processed RNA-seq data and analy-
sis results are deposited using the Mysql database management
system (version 5.7.19 by Oracle Corporation, Santa Clara, Califor-
nia, U.S).
3. Utility and discussion

3.1. Database interface

In Cancer DEIso, the following gene-level or isoform-level
search functionalities were implemented to analyze stage
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differentially expressed cancer markers: (1) Search for cancer mar-
ker candidates. Users can specify the cancer types and stages, and
the differentially expressed gene list or isoform list will be pro-
vided. The stage differentially expressed gene/isoform list reveals
the potential markers for the selected cancer type. (2) Search can-
cer types in which a given gene/isoform is differentially expressed.
Users can also input the gene or transcript of interest to investigate
which cancer types are potentially related to the differential
expression of the input gene/isoform. The cancer types in which
the gene/isoform shows differential expression are then summa-
rized. Users can browse through each related cancer type and
check the detailed expression FPKM values. (3) Survival analysis.
Users can choose a gene/isoform, the cancer type, and its cancer
stage to perform the survival analysis based on the expression
FPKM values generated by Cufflinks. A statistical test on the sur-
vival comparison is also provided in this function. (4) Stage com-
parison. Users can visualize the expression difference between
stages of the selected cancer and gene/isoform. A box plot will be
generated to reveal the distribution information. (5) Download
function. The list of potential cancer markers and the survival anal-
ysis results can all be downloaded in.csv files. These functionalities
are described in detail in the following subsections.

3.1.1. Function 1 (Search Potential Cancer Markers): gene/isoform level
cancer marker investigation

When users specify one cancer type and two stages, a list of
genes or transcripts with differential FPKM expressions is shown
(See Fig. 2). In this function, four parameters should be provided
(Fig. 2-a). Users first need to select whether the gene-level or
isoform-level analysis is considered. Then the query cancer type
should be specified. After selecting the search cancer type, users
can indicate the Condition 1 cancer stage and the Condition 2 can-
cer stage for performing differential expression analysis. In Cancer
DEIso, differential expression analysis is computed by the average
FPKM ratio between Condition 2 and Condition 1 (average FPKM of
Condition2/ average FPKM of Condition1). Users can further pro-
vide the minimum fold change and statistical significance thresh-
old to control the false discovery rate in the fourth part. We have
incorporated the q-values computed by Cuffdiff and additionally
performed the Kolmogorov–Smirnov distribution test, the one-
tailed independent t-test, and the one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test
to test for the alternative hypothesis that the distribution/aver-
age/median FPKM value of Condition 2/1 is larger than the value
of Condition 1/2, respectively. The FDR correction procedure was
performed for all genes or isoforms to fix the multiple-
hypotheses bias. After inputting these parameters, a list of genes/
isoforms satisfying the user-specified thresholds will be presented
in a tabular format (Fig. 2-b). A heat map that visualized the differ-
ential FKPM values between Condition 2 and Condition 1 for every
item in the list is provided. Further, the FPKM values for Condition
2 and Condition 1 (calibrated by Cuffdiff), the FPKM ratio of Condi-
tion 2 over Condition 1 (computed by Cuffdiff), and the comparison
q-values are also given in the table. Users can investigate these
potential cancer markers and click the ”detail” link of some confi-
dent item for further information (Fig. 2-c). Finally, users can click
the ”download” button to download the list for subsequent analy-
ses (Fig. 2-d). Users using the differential isoform analysis function
can also filter the transcript to investigate only coding transcripts
or non-coding transcripts (Fig. 2-e).

3.1.2. Function 2 (Search Potentially Induced Cancers): search for
cancer types potentially induced by the differential expression of a
selected gene/isoform

Users can also determine the cancer types and stages in which a
specified gene or isoform bears differential expression (See Fig. 3).
This aids users in understanding the potentially induced cancer
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types due to the differential expression of the chosen gene/isoform.
In this function, users need to type in the gene or isoform of inter-
est first and then set the Cuffdiff fold change threshold and the dif-
ferential statistic significance level (Fig. 3-a). After clicking the
search button, a table of the cancer types with stage differential
expression of the specified gene/isoform is listed (Fig. 3-b). The
detailed information of the differential expression for each poten-
tially induced cancer type can be further checked in the ”detail”
link of every compared condition that satisfies the specified fold
change and significance level (Fig. 3-c). All the information can
be downloaded by the ”download” button provided in the page
(Fig. 3-d).

3.1.3. The detail comparison page
Whether users pick the potential cancer marker from the list of

differentially expressed genes or transcript isoforms, a detail com-
parison page for the marker is provided (See Fig. 4). In the detail
page, related information for the chosen marker is listed. In
Fig. 4, we provide an example of an isoform detail page when the
user selects a potential isoform cancer marker. In this isoform
information page, the differential FPKM expression values between
the specified cancer stages are tabulated (Fig. 4-a). At the end of
the rows, a quick link to the survival analysis for this marker is pro-
vided (Fig. 4-b). Below the table of FPKM expression comparison, a
boxplot comparison visualization of the markers between the
selected two cancer stages is shown (Fig. 4-c). To understand the
alternative splicing activity of the marker, we provide the tran-
script information and the genomic map of exon constitutions for
all splice isoforms related to the marker (Fig. 4-d). Users can also
investigate if the differential isoform expression of a given tran-
script results from differential isoform usage and isoform switch-
ing by comparing the IF values and the dIF values between the
selected two cancer stages (Fig. 4-e). Moreover, the expression
information of the related gene of the selected potential isoform
marker is also summarized. By clicking the ”Related gene informa-
tion” tab (Fig. 4-f), the gene’s information and FPKM expression
summary is shown in another tab page. In the bottom part of the
related gene tab page, a boxplot of the gene expressions between
the specified cancer stages is also plotted to facilitate overall com-
parison visualization. On the other hand, if users are navigated to
the detail page via a potential gene marker, the user is first directed
to the gene tab page. And the related transcript info page is pro-
vided for further referencing. All the contents in the gene marker
page and the related transcript info page are similar to those in
Fig. 4.

3.1.4. Function 3 (Survival Analysis)
In the third function implemented in Cancer DEIso, users can

perform the survival analysis on the gene/isoform of interest for
the specified cancer type. Cancer DEIso supports the survival func-
tion visualization for the top M% and last M% (default M = 50) can-
cer samples of the chosen cancer type based on the FPKM
expression of the specified gene/isoform (See Fig. 5). And the log-
rank test for the two groups is performed to indicate the statistical
significance of the difference between the two survival functions.
Users first type in the gene or isoform of interest and then choose
the query cancer type (Fig. 5-a). After pressing the search button,
the survival analysis using the given gene/isoform marker on the
cancer samples of the chosen cancer type is performed for the user.
As a default setting, the survival functions (unit in days) for cancer
samples with top 50% FPKM values (high expression group) and
cancer samples with last 50% FPKM values (low expression group)
are computed. Users are free to change the FPKM thresholds that
define the high expression and low expression groups. Users can
also update the survival functions using cancer samples diagnosed
in different stages (Fig. 5-b). By pushing the submit button with the



Fig. 2. Function 1 of Cancer DEIso. In Function 1 (Search Potential Cancer Markers), users can specify the cancer type, analysis stages, and the significance threshold to obtain
the list of differentially expressed genes or isoforms. (a) The query form of Function 1. (b) The differentially expressed gene list or isoform list for the given cancer type and
stages. (c) The link to the detail expression information for the selected gene or isoform between the selected 2 stages. (d) The differentially expressed gene/isoform list can be
download as a plain text file for further processing. (e) The users can filter the transcript list to check only coding transcripts or non-coding transcripts. This filter only appears
in the ”DE isoforms” mode.

Fig. 3. Function 2 of Cancer DEIso. In Function 2 (Search Potentially Induced Cancer by the Specified Gene/Isoform), users can input a gene/transcript isoform name and the
significance threshold to obtain the list of cancer types that may be potentially induced by the differential expression of the input gene/isoform. (a) The search form of
Function 2. (b) The table of cancer types in which the input gene/isoform shows differential expression between two stages. (c) The link to the detail expression information
for the selected gene or isoform between the specified 2 stages. (d) The potentially induced cancer type list and the differential expression of the input gene/isoform can be
downloaded in a plain text file.

Fig. 4. The detail page in Cancer DEIso. In the detail page of a selected isoform or gene, the detailed comparison of FPKM values between the selected two stages is shown. In
this figure, a differentially expressed isoform detail page is used as an example. The results are similar for a differentially expressed gene detail page. (a) The FPKM value
comparison summary for the isoform. (b) A link to the survival analysis of the selected isoform is provided. (c) A boxplot visualizes the stage comparison of the related
isoforms. (d) In the isoform detail tab, a visualization exon map of the alternative spliced transcripts is implemented for users to investigate the relationship between
different splice isoforms. (e) In the isoform detail tab, a tabular summary of isoform switching test results is provided for identifying differential isoform usage. (f) The related
gene tab can be clicked to view the comparison summary of the related gene of the specified isoform.
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newly changed thresholds, survival functions of the newly defined
high/low expression groups in the specified cancer type and stage
are re-generated (Fig. 5-c). The log-rank test p-value is provided in
the lower-left corner of the plot to indicate the significance of the
hypothesis that the two survival functions are from different distri-
butions (Fig. 5-d).
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3.1.5. Function 4 (Stage Comparison): visualization of the cancer stage
expression comparison

Sometimes users merely need to compare the RNA-seq
expressions between some specified cancer stages. We imple-
mented a function that helps visualize the distribution compar-
ison between two or more cancer stages of a cancer type (See



Fig. 5. Function 3 of Cancer DEIso. In Function 3 (Survival Analysis), users can input a gene/transcript isoform name and a cancer type to perform the survival analysis using
the RNA-seq FPKM expression values. (a) The query form of Function 3. (b) The threshold and cancer stages for the high expression group and the low expression group can be
specified. (c)(d) The survival curves of the high expression and low expression groups and the log-rank test p-value.
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Fig. 6). In this part, users can type in the gene/isoform of interest
and select the cancer stages and type (Fig. 6-a). Users can also
select the primary tumor group (patient samples from all cancer
stages) to compare primary tumors with normal tissues. After
the ”Search” button is pressed, the paired expression comparison
results for the specified gene/isoform between the normal sam-
ples and primary tumors are listed in a table (Fig. 6-b). And a
comparison FPKM value distribution boxplot that lines up the
selected cancer stages and the primary tumor group is shown
(Fig. 6-c). Both the FPKM median values and average values
are marked on the plot for referencing. Moreover, all categories
of the ”primary_diagnosis” and ”morphology” clinical data col-
umns for the samples from the chosen stages of the given
gene/isoform are listed (Fig. 6-d). Users can select the category
items to filter the samples that match the chosen diagnosis
codes and morphology codes. The gene/isoform expressions of
the samples satisfying the selected codes in different cancer
stages will then be filtered in the comparison boxplot (Fig. 6-
c). Finally, the generated boxplot can be downloaded as a .png
file by clicking the download function on the upper right corner
(Fig. 6-e).
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3.2. Case study

The constructed Cancer DEIso database can help researchers
investigate the potential cancer markers in the gene level or the
isoform level. We provide a walk-through example to elucidate
how the database can be used. Colorectal cancer is one of the most
prevalent types of cancer worldwide. And a suitable diagnostic
marker for colorectal carcinogenesis can better support early
patient treatment [28,39]. We investigated the differentially
expressed isoforms in colorectal cancer cells (stage I) versus nor-
mal samples to search for potential markers. We used Function 1
of Cancer DEIso to filter out differentially expressed isoforms
between stage I colorectal cancer and normal samples (Fig. 7).
The results show that NM_015359 (alternatively spliced
SLC39A14-4A transcript) has significantly higher FPKM expression
in the normal samples (average FPKM = 25.365, 4.180 in normal
samples and stage I cancer samples, respectively). And
NM_001128431 (alternatively spliced SLC39A14-4B transcript)
bears significantly higher FPKM expression in the stage I colorectal
cancer samples (average FPKM = 2.485, 33.319 in normal samples
and stage I cancer cells, respectively). These two transcripts differ



Fig. 6. Function 4 of Cancer DEIso. In Function 4 (Stage Comparison), users can input a gene/transcript isoform name, a cancer type, and stages to visualize the RNA-seq FPKM
expression value comparison between stages. (a) The query form of Function 4. (b) The comparison results between the primary tumor samples and the normal group. (c) The
boxplot and the average values are provided. (d) Clinical data filtering for samples of the specified gene/isoform in different cancer stages. (e) The plot can be downloaded in
the.png format.

Fig. 7. Cancer DEIso can help identify potential cancer markers. In the deposited analysis results of Cancer DEIso, the SLC39A14-4A transcript isoform shows decreased FPKM
expression after colorectal cancer detection while the SLC39A14-4B transcript isoform demonstrates an increase in FPKM expression in colorectal cancer cells. The survival
analysis of SLC39A14-4A reveals that low SLC39A14-4A expression leads to a lower survival rate. It is now experimentally verified that the decrease ratio of SLC39A14-4A/4B
can be observed after colorectal carcinogenesis and is possibly regulated by SRSF1 (Serine And Arginine Rich Splicing Factor 1) that targets the 4B exon. The experimental
evidence supports the hypothesis deduced from Cancer DEIso.
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only in the fourth exon. However, the SLC39A14 gene-level expres-
sion reveals no difference between normal and cancer samples. A
similar FPKM trend between cancer and normal cells is also
observed in the rectum samples. To further check the clinical
property of these two transcripts, the survival analysis for these
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two transcripts on colon cancer was performed. In the survival
analysis, the SLC39A14-4A transcript reveals a higher survival
function when highly expressed (log-rank p ¼ 0:03�). Based on
the information, it is hypothesized that lower SLC39A14-4A
expression and higher SLC39A14-4B could detect the existence of
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colorectal cancer. The SLC39A14 alternative spliced transcripts 4A
and 4B have now been verified to be differentially expressed in col-
orectal cancer samples [40]. These two transcripts are known to
have different cadmium binding affinity [41]. The dysregulation
of the cadmium binding affinity caused by the decrease expression
ratio between SLC39A14 4A/4B transcript results in an increased
cadmium ion uptake in colorectal cancer cells [42]. Since cadmium
ion may induce a conformational change in p53, the decrease
expression ratio of SLC39A14 4A/4B may lead to a higher DNA
damage rate and trigger colorectal carcinogenesis [43]. On the
other hand, SLC39A14 gene expression has no change between
cancer and normal cells by qRT-PCR. The gene-level expression
similarity further indicates the importance of isoform-level marker
investigation. All these experimental findings match the hypothe-
sis generated by the database. Therefore, Cancer DEIso can serve
to facilitate cancer research.
3.3. Comparison with related works

With the development of high-throughput RNA-seq techniques,
many transcriptome-wide analyses can be performed to unearth
candidate biomarkers for different diseases. TCGA project has been
launched to help gather the cancer-related RNA-seq samples. How-
ever, detailed data analyses of the deposited datasets must be car-
ried out to understand cancer biology further. The Cancer DEIso
database is constructed to provide biologists a new repository for
both potential gene-level and isoform-level cancer marker investi-
gation based on stage differential analysis and survival analysis.
Some previous researches were also conducted to devote to similar
purposes. These results can be divided into two categories: the
gene-level analysis platforms and the isoform-level analysis plat-
forms. We compare the constructed Cancer DEIso database with
previous works to pinpoint the novel improvements in Cancer
DEIso. The overall comparison summary is listed in Table 2.

The first type of analysis platforms considers only the gene-
level differential expression between the normal and cancer sam-
ples. These platforms include KM-express [14], OncoLnc [15],
GEPIA [44], UALCAN [16], and Cancer RNA-seq Nexus [13]. These
platforms provide the functionality of gene-level differential
expression investigation. In KM-express, an online patient survival
and expression analysis tool for breast and prostate cancers was
developed. However, only the breast and prostate cancer analyses
are available in KM-express, limiting the interest of broader audi-
ences. The GEPIA web server broadened the cancer types in the
developed platform. Gene-level cancer marker investigation and
whole feature dimension reduction for specific cancer types were
provided in GEPIA. However, no stage information and comparison
visualization are available in GEPIA. OncoLnc and Cancer RNA-Seq
Nexus incorporated the TCGA datasets with miRNA, lncRNA, and
gene regulatory networks to aid the biological experiment design
based on the cancer gene expression profiles. Finally, in UALCAN,
RNA-seq data collected from TCGA (level 3, v2 expression data)
were analyzed by the RSEM tool [45]. UALCAN visualized the dif-
ferential expression between normal and cancer samples through
the implemented heatmap and boxplot function. Advanced analy-
sis based on patient’s race, sex, body weight, diagnosed cancer
stage, or other features were also implemented in the UALCAN
database platform. Most of these platforms are equipped with
gene-level survival analysis for the TCGA RNA-seq data. However,
none of these platforms can help investigate the isoform-level can-
cer markers. It is known that various cancers might be diagnosed
or caused by the malfunction of the splicing mechanisms, leading
to some unusual transcript isoform expressions [6]. Hence it is of
importance to survey the differential expression in the isoform
level.
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The ISOexpresso database [17] and the GEPIA2 web-service [18]
provide the opportunity to consider splice isoform expressions.
ISOexpresso collected the cancer RNA-seq data (level 3, v2 expres-
sion data) from TCGA and the Refseq gene isoform splice informa-
tion from UCSC Genome Browser [46]. They performed the
expression analysis using the RSEM tool [45] to obtain the TPM
(transcript per million) expression value for each human transcript
isoform. Two types of candidate cancer-specific isoforms were con-
sidered in ISOexpresso. Type I isoforms consist of transcripts that
are expressed only in cancer cells and are absent in normal cells.
And Type II isoforms represent transcripts with fold change larger
than 2 in comparing cancer samples versus normal cells. While the
analysis provides novel candidates, there are large portions of false
positives due to the lack of significance control. And it will be bet-
ter to have the survival analysis for a selected candidate isoform
marker before verification experiments or clinical research. Fur-
ther, cancer stage information and comparison visualization are
not available in ISOexpresso, and users cannot simultaneously
study the gene-level and isoform-level expression analysis. GEPIA2
extends the functionalities of GEPIA to include the isoform expres-
sion analysis and isoform-level survival analysis. Nevertheless,
there is still no stage comparison functionality for genes and iso-
forms. In summary, there is still a lack of stage-differential isoform
analysis functionalities in ISOexpresso and GEPIA2.

The Cancer DEIso database is constructed to supplement the
insufficiency of all these platforms. The improvements of Cancer
DEIso make it feasible to search both gene-level and isoform-
level markers and provide stage comparisons. In Cancer DEIso,
transcript isoform differential expression in the RNA-seq data
was calculated using Cufflinks and Cuffdiff to provide potential
cancer transcript markers. Besides finding the differential genes
or isoforms for a given cancer type, users can investigate other can-
cer types that may also be induced by the differential expression of
the identified gene or isoform marker. Then survival analysis for
each gene or transcript isoform based on the RNA-seq FPKM values
was implemented to help validate the clinical significance of the
identifications. These supplemented functions to current tools
can make up the need for carcinogenesis research. Therefore, Can-
cer DEIso is definite to broaden the add-on values of TCGA data and
help the community.

3.4. Issues related to Cancer DEIso

Cancer DEIso is constructed to provide novel add-on values to
the deposited TCGA RNA-seq datasets. Users can search the data-
base for differentially expressed potential cancer markers or inves-
tigate possible cancer types induced by the differential expression
of some particular gene/isoform. Survival analysis is also available
in Cancer DEIso to help evaluate the clinical confidence of the
selected cancer marker. Some issues should be taken awareness
of when investigating the potential cancer markers or the informa-
tion of affected cancers by a specific gene or isoform.

In Cancer DEIso, RNA-seq samples for the cancer-stage differen-
tial expression analysis were collected from various patients using
different cDNA library protocols or analysis methods. The problem
was dealt with in the original TCGA data depositing flow. Sample
quality was first ensured by the Biospecimen Core Resource
(BCR) in TCGA [10] to alleviate the protocol variance. The clinical
data, metadata, and sequencing data were then submitted to the
Genome Characterization Centers (GCCs) and Genome Sequencing
Centers (GSCs) to deposit the raw BAM files. And data analysis
issues were calibrated by the GDC Data Portal. In the GDC Data Por-
tal, the submitted .bam or .fastq files were realigned using the
International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) STAR (Spliced
Transcripts Alignment to a Reference)[47] two-pass alignment
standard operation procedure (SOP). The analysis bias in the



Table 2
Comparison with other related works. KM-express, OncoLnc, GEPIA, and UALCAN provide only gene-level functionality.

Cancer DEIso Cancer RNA-seq Nexus KM-express OncoLnc GEPIA GEPIA2 UALCAN ISOexpresso

Gene-level expression analysis v v v v v v v v
Isoform-level expression analysis v v v
Cancer stage comparison v v
Between-stage marker investigation v
Survival analysis v v v v v v
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deposited aligned BAM files is hence reduced to the minimum
level. From this data traceback, the data collection biases are
ensured to be controlled. To further relieve inter-individual noises,
users are suggested to carry out further validation experiments of
the differentially expressed cancer markers. Finally, RNA-seq only
captures the transcript existence in cells. The technique does not
probe the actively translated transcripts [48]. The dynamics of
the genes/isoforms between cancer stages can be further investi-
gated using the ribosome profiling (ribo-seq) techniques [49].
The information will be updated and incorporated into Cancer
DEIso when the patient ribo-seq data are available.

Different patient samples are available in different cancer stages
or types.Nevertheless, somecancer stages includeonly fewRNA-seq
data. We introduced three additional statistical tests in the Cuffdiff-
calibrated FPKM value comparison between stages to address this
problem in the analysis process. When the sample numbers of the
two stages are massive, users are suggested to use the one-tailed
independent t-test for a higher statistical power. When one of the
selected stages has only few available samples, users are suggested
to use theMann–Whitney U test or the Kolmogorov–Smirnov distri-
bution test for the comparison. These two non-parametric methods
are more suitable to deal with conditions with only few samples.
Therefore, besides canonical condition fold change, the difference
significance is alsoprovided in the analysis results. The samplenum-
ber problem is handled in the differential analysis and should be
considered when using Cancer DEIso.
4. Conclusions

In this research, we presented a database called Cancer DEIso
(Cancer differentially expressed isoform and gene database). In this
database, both gene-level and transcript isoform-level expressions
are compared between different stages of a specified cancer type.
The isoform-level analysis can reveal more precise diagnostic can-
cer markers. Four functions were implemented in Cancer DEIso to
facilitate easy investigation of potential gene-level and isoform-
level markers. Users can find the differentially expressed genes
or transcript isoforms for the given cancer type and stages. Further,
users can identify the cancer types potentially induced by the
stage-differential expression of a specified gene or transcript. Sur-
vival analysis and comparison visualization are also provided in
the database interface. Compared with previous similar tools, Can-
cer DEIso further provides isoform-level marker investigation, can-
cer stage expression comparison, and transcript isoform survival
analysis. Moreover, the gene-level and isoform-level comparisons
are integrated in a detail page for a better mechanistic understand-
ing of the potential marker. We believe that Cancer DEIso can pro-
vide extra novel insights for the deposited TCGA datasets.
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